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SYSTEMIS AND METHOD FOR DRIVING 
EVALUATION AND TRAINING 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims benefit of U.S. Provisional 
patent Application Ser. No. 62/011,803, filed Jun. 13, 2014, 
the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference. 

GOVERNMENTAL INTEREST 

0002 This invention was made with government support 
under the National Science Foundation Grant No. 0540865 
and 1345368. The government has certain rights in this inven 
tion. 

BACKGROUND 

0003. The following information is provided to assist the 
reader in understanding technologies disclosed below and the 
environment in which Such technologies may typically be 
used. The terms used herein are not intended to be limited to 
any particular narrow interpretation unless clearly stated oth 
erwise in this document. References set forth herein may 
facilitate understanding of the technologies or the back 
ground thereof. The disclosure of all references cited herein 
are incorporated by reference. 
0004. In licensing or activating drivers it is important to 
fully evaluate the vehicle operator's or driver's capability in 
controlling an automobile or other motorized vehicle. Evalu 
ation of drivers is important, whether the driver to be evalu 
ated is, for example, a youthful new driver, an older driver or 
a medically impaired driver. Furthermore, automated control 
system or systems adapted to assist in control of one or more 
aspects of a vehicle's operation should be adequately evalu 
ated prior to implementing the system(s). It is very desirable 
to provide improved systems and methods for evaluating 
human drivers and automated control systems. 

SUMMARY 

0005. In one aspect, a system for evaluation of an operator 
of a vehicle under observation of an evaluator within the 
vehicle (wherein the vehicle includes a steering system) 
includes a steering sensor System adapted to measure inter 
vention of the evaluator in operating the steering system. The 
vehicle may, for example, include at least one secondary 
control system via which the evaluator may intervene in con 
trol of the vehicle. The system may further include a second 
ary control sensor System to measure intervention of the 
evaluator via the at least one secondary control system. The 
vehicle may, for example, further include a braking system, 
and the secondary control system may include an evaluator 
brake actuator in operative connection with the braking sys 
tem. The secondary control sensor System may, for example, 
include a braking sensor System in operative connection with 
the evaluator brake actuator which is adapted to measure 
intervention of the evaluator in operating the evaluator brake 
actuatOr. 

0006. In a number of embodiments, the system further 
includes a verbal cue logging system (including, for example, 
a voice recording system). The verbal cue logging system 
may, for example, be manually activatable by the evaluator or 
be automatically activated. The system may, for example, 
further include a control system in operative connection with 
the steering sensor System and the braking sensor System. The 
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control system may, for example, include a controller in 
operative connection with the Verbal cue logging system 
which comprises at least one activatable switch to activate the 
Verbal cue logging system. The system may, for example, 
further include a data acquisition system in operative connec 
tion with the steering sensor system, the braking sensor sys 
tem and the Verbal cue logging system. The system may, for 
example, further include a processor in communicative con 
nection with the data acquisition system. 
0007. In a number of embodiments, the vehicle further 
comprises at least one automated component adapted to 
effect driving control. The system method further includes a 
system to monitor output of the automated component so that 
the output may, for example, be compared with data of evalu 
ator intervention to evaluate the automated component. 
0008. In a number of embodiments, the steering sensor 
system detects proximity of an evaluators hand to the steer 
ing wheel. The steering sensor System may, for example, 
include a steering wheel component and an evaluator com 
ponent which is worn in vicinity of the evaluators hand. At 
least one of the steering wheel component and the evaluator 
component may, for example, create an energy field. In a 
number of embodiments, at least one of the steering wheel 
component and the evaluator component includes at least one 
magnet to create a magnetic field in the vicinity thereof, and 
the other of the steering wheel component and the evaluator 
component comprises a sensor reactive to or interactive with 
the magnetic field. In a number of embodiments, the evaluator 
component is in wireless communicative connection with the 
data acquisition system. 
0009. In another aspect, a system for evaluation of a 
vehicle operator in a vehicle under observation of an evalua 
tor in the vehicle, includes at least one sensor System to 
measure intervention of the evaluatorin operating the vehicle. 
As described above, the vehicle may, for example, include at 
least one secondary control system via which the evaluator 
may intervene in control of the vehicle. The system may 
further include a secondary control sensor system to measure 
intervention of the evaluator via the at least one secondary 
control system. The vehicle may, for example, include a brak 
ing system including a driver brake actuator and an evaluator 
brake actuator. The system may, for example, further include 
a braking sensor System in operative connection with the 
evaluator brake which is adapted to measure intervention of 
the evaluator in operating the evaluator brake. In a number of 
embodiments, the vehicle includes a steering system, and the 
system further includes a steering sensor system adapted to 
measure intervention of the evaluator in operating the steer 
ing System. 
0010. In another aspect, a method for evaluating vehicle 
control of a driving entity of a vehicle under observation of an 
evaluator in the vehicle includes providing at least one sensor 
system adapted to measure intervention of the evaluator in 
operating the vehicle. The vehicle may, for example, include 
a steering system, and the method may include providing a 
steering sensor System adapted to measure intervention of the 
evaluator in operating the steering system. In a number of 
embodiments, the vehicle includes a braking system includ 
ing an evaluator brake actuator, and the method may include 
providing a braking sensor System in operative connection 
with the evaluator brake actuator which is adapted to measure 
intervention of the evaluator in operating the evaluator brake 
actuator. The method may further include providing a system 
to log verbal cues given by the evaluator. In a number of 
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embodiment, the method further includes providing a data 
acquisition system in operative connection with the steering 
sensor system, the braking sensor System and/or the Verbal 
cue logging system. The vehicle may, for example, include at 
least one automated component, and the method may further 
include monitoring output of the automated component and 
comparing of the output with data of evaluator intervention 
(for example, from the data acquisition system) to evaluate 
the automated component. 
0011 Inafurther aspect, proximity sensor system to deter 
mine proximity of a person to a location includes a first 
component which creates an energy field and a second com 
ponent which reacts or interacts with the energy field when 
the second component is in a predetermined range of proX 
imity to the first component. One of the first component and 
the second component is adapted to be worn by a person, and 
the other of the first component and the second component is 
adapted to be place in the vicinity of the location. The first 
component may, for example, be adapted to be worn by a 
person and the second component may be adapted to be place 
in the vicinity of the location. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0012 FIG. 1A illustrates an embodiment of a scheme for 
data segmentation and enhancement. 
0013 FIG. 1B illustrates an embodiment of a model for 
data processing, presentation, interpretation and reporting. 
0014 FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic representation of a 
system hereof. 
0015 FIG. 3 illustrates a photographic representation of a 
system hereof and an evaluation vehicle in which the system 
is set up. 
0016 FIG. 4 illustrates an embodiment of a display screen 
of an interface or user interface system hereof. 
0017 FIG. 5 illustrates an embodiment of a keyboard 
overlay for use in connection with a keyboard (for example of 
a laptop) hereof. 
0018 FIG. 6 illustrates schematically an embodiment of a 
steering wheel assistance sensor system hereof. 
0019 FIG. 7 illustrates schematically an embodiment of a 
braking assistance sensor System hereof. 
0020 FIG. 8 illustrates schematically an embodiment of a 
Verbal cue sensor initiation system hereof. 
0021 FIG. 9 illustrates a representative example of a map 
of LABVIEW virtual instruments providing an example of 
how data was collected. 

DESCRIPTION 

0022. The present devices, systems, and methods, along 
with the attributes and attendant advantages thereof, will best 
be appreciated and understood in view of the following 
description taken in conjunction with any accompanying 
drawings. 
0023. In a number of embodiments hereof, devices, sys 
tems and methods hereof measure, record and/or analyze 
actions taken by an evaluator in the process of evaluating a 
driver's capabilities in a vehicle. 
0024. It will be readily understood that the components of 
the embodiments, as generally described and illustrated in the 
figures herein, may be arranged and designed in a wide vari 
ety of different configurations in addition to the described 
example embodiments. Thus, the following more detailed 
description of the example embodiments, as represented in 
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the figures, is not intended to limit the scope of the embodi 
ments, as claimed, but is merely representative of example 
embodiments. 
0025 Reference throughout this specification to “one 
embodiment' or “an embodiment” (or the like) means that a 
particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in 
connection with the embodiment is included in at least one 
embodiment. Thus, the appearance of the phrases “in one 
embodiment' or “in an embodiment” or the like in various 
places throughout this specification are not necessarily all 
referring to the same embodiment. 
0026. Furthermore, described features, structures, or char 
acteristics may be combined in any Suitable manner in one or 
more embodiments. In the following description, numerous 
specific details are provided to give a thorough understanding 
of embodiments. One skilled in the relevant art will recog 
nize, however, that the various embodiments can be practiced 
without one or more of the specific details, or with other 
methods, components, materials, etcetera. In other instances, 
well known structures, materials, or operations are not shown 
or described in detail to avoid obfuscation. 
0027. As used herein and in the appended claims, the 
singular forms “a,” “an', and “the include plural references 
unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. Thus, for 
example, reference to “a sensor includes a plurality of such 
sensors and equivalents thereof known to those skilled in the 
art, and so forth, and reference to “the sensor' is a reference 
to one or more such sensors and equivalents thereof known to 
those skilled in the art, and so forth. Recitation of ranges of 
values herein are merely intended to serve as a shorthand 
methodofreferring individually to each separate value falling 
within the range. Unless otherwise indicated herein, and each 
separate value as well as intermediate ranges are incorporated 
into the specification as if it were individually recited herein. 
All methods described herein can be performed in any suit 
able order unless otherwise indicated herein or otherwise 
clearly contraindicated by the text. 
0028. In a number of embodiments, systems and methods 
hereof provide for evaluation of vehicle control by a driving 
entity in, for example, a dual control vehicle (that is, a vehicle 
having at least one secondary control for use by a professional 
conducting an evaluation session, whether by land, Sea or air, 
Such as an evaluator's brake actuator/pedal; dual control 
vehicles are referred to herein as vehicles) under observation 
by a professional or an evaluator. The driving entity may be a 
human driver and/or an automated control system or systems 
adapted to assist in control one or more aspects of a vehicle's 
operation. Although the systems and methods hereof are 
described herein in connection with a drive of an automobile, 
one skilled in the art will appreciate that the systems and 
methods hereof can be applied to the operation of any motor 
ized or powered vehicle. 
0029 Driving or vehicle control capability may be viewed 
as the principle focus of an on-road driving assessment when 
providing recommendations and findings related to, for 
example, driver licensing. A driver is expected to be able to 
independently operate a vehicle and to identify risks/hazards/ 
obstacles. Within this expectation, driver capability reflects 
overall performance within an exposure of driving as well as 
competency in detecting road hazards and traffic laws. In 
essence, driving capability is the product of driving perfor 
mance and driving competency. Capacity is assessed at the 
point where driver capability goes to Zero if performance 
lapses in the absence of independent vehicle operation or 
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competency declines as a result of decreased awareness in 
rule following. A driver's capability must remain above the 
demands of exposures, circumstances or situations presented 
within the natural environment within which they travel. 
0030. In a number of embodiments, systems and methods 
hereofenhance supervised driving evaluation by collection of 
on-road driving data for Supporting evidence and context 
based driver education. Within the driver rehabilitation field, 
this technique may, for example, translate the expertise of a 
driver rehabilitation specialist into sensor data patterns, 
which create a standard of evidence-based practice for assess 
ing driver capability. The systems and methods hereof may, 
for example, accommodate measures on all road types, in any 
weather conditions, and during an entire on-road driving ses 
sion (for example, an hour or more). Combining the findings 
across driver rehabilitation programs may, for example, 
facilitate a discussion of which kinds of errors determine 
driver capability and the proper thresholds for measuring 
safety. Systems and methods hereof may, for example, unite 
crash risk with the rules of the road in driving assessment by 
tracking interventions of the driving evaluator or Certified 
Driver Rehabilitation Specialist or CDRS. In a number of 
embodiments, methodologies hereof may, for example, 
encompass fundamental principles of adaptive robotics or for 
the design of robotic systems tuned to augment human capa 
bility (for example, to be context-aware and person-aware for 
technology to adapt to the demands of the user). 
0031 Intelligent Transport Systems or ITS in vehicles 
may, for example, be turned on or available at all times, but 
clinical visits may require more Sophistication to identify the 
data corresponding to specific clients. ITS is intended to 
improve transportation safety and mobility and enhance pro 
ductivity by integrating advanced communication technolo 
gies and sensing/sensors into vehicles and infrastructure. 
Data from systems hereof may, for example, be divided or 
segmented according to times when the client is driving the 
vehicle (see, for example, FIG. 1A). Driving evaluation is not 
always a testing scenario. Thus, there may also be a need to 
divide or segment data according to when the clientis actually 
being evaluated, when instructions are being given or training 
is taking place (versus, for example, when the vehicle is 
stopped, or placed in a parked State). In general, measures of 
driver safety or performance should be takenina manner Such 
that algorithms do not skew estimates of an individual’s driv 
ing capability. 

0032. Furthermore, there is a possibility to enhance the 
data for contextual interpretation and categorization of error 
types as a result of the presence of a CDRS. In a number of 
embodiments, two or more modes of event detection may be 
present. The event detection of awareness allows for CDRS 
witnessed errors to be flagged intime with an illegal event log. 
For example, a physical button could be pressed when a client 
commits an error (for example, runs a stop sign at an empty 
intersection). Although there may be no risk of harm or col 
lision, such a driving maneuver is clearly unsafe and illegal. 
Conversely, certain events coincide with or lead towards the 
risk of an accident or collision. In such a scenario, a CDRS 
may first ensure the safety of the client, their own life, and the 
program vehicle. Automatic event detection is very desirable 
under this scenario to log the occurrence of an uncontrolled 
event. CDRS-assisted driving events, such as Steering, brak 
ing, or verbal cues, are targets of this class of event detection. 
Driving capability is evaluated by CDRS-witnessed driving 
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events to assess a driver's awareness and CDRS-assisted (ve 
hicle-witnessed) driving events to assess independent con 
trol. 

0033. The complement of segmentation and enhancement 
markers with ITS-based on-road driving data provides an 
avenue to document evidence Supporting clinical findings and 
recommendations within program reports. Typically, paper 
based checklists and narratives are the standard documenta 
tion technique for reporting comprehensive evaluations. Few 
driver rehabilitation specialists currently utilize technology 
to measure driving performance on the road. Given an added 
CDRS logging interface, the methods and systems hereof 
unlock the potential of ITS data collection for clinical use. 
FIG. 1B, for example, includes an image from the DriveCap 
system (a low-cost, easily installable suite of vehicle-based 
sensors for study of driver capability developed at Carnegie 
Mellon University) to represent the integration of any ITS 
solution for data collection. With a robust routine for time 
synchronization, markers of the systems hereof may, for 
example, direct the display of acquired on-road driving data 
to key points of interest within the navigated path of the 
driving evaluation session. A CDRS may annotate data plots 
ortables that Support the program findings and recommenda 
tions, and the interpretations of on-road driving data promote 
evidence-based practice for driver rehabilitation. While 
variations among CDRS-witnessed driving events may make 
comparisons between programs more challenging, the log 
ging of CDRS-assisted driving events will more clearly 
reflect scenarios in which CDRS engagement is necessary to 
avoid a collision. 

0034 General algorithms can make use of various data 
Sources to generate automatic report data that is consistently 
required for internal and client records of a driver evaluation/ 
rehabilitation program. Recommendations for clients may, 
for example, address driving evaluation exposures, capabil 
ity, performance, and driver fitness recommendations. The 
exposure measures may, for example, specify the driving 
maneuvers performed, road types traveled during assess 
ment, and total time spent on the road. Capability and perfor 
mance reporting may include rates of independent vehicle 
control and counts of assisted driving events along with qual 
ity measures regarding speed control, distance management, 
and general Smoothness of driving maneuvers. Recommen 
dations on driver fitness may, for example, relate back to 
clinical measures indicating functional performance capa 
bilities/impairments and highlight areas of weakness in driv 
ing maneuvers based on exposures, plus capability or perfor 
mance measures. Such an approach may facilitate the 
recommendation for a client to resume driving, continue with 
training/remediation, or transition to alternative transporta 
tion modes with driver cessation. When faced with a clients 
resistance to driver cessation, a driver rehabilitation specialist 
may benefit from having objective data to reinforce their 
licensing recommendation. 
0035. The driving assessment methodologies hereof have 
broad applications and many benefits when, for example, 
viewed as a tool to improve relationships during the decision 
making process of whether or not to drive. As an evaluator- or 
witness-based methodology, the scope reaches to any setting 
where a witness evaluates driving capability or performance. 
Targets for application of the methodologies hereof include 
physician-patient relationships, CDRS-client relationships, 
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DMV-driver relationships, parent-child relationships (new 
drivers), and child-parent relationships (experienced/older 
drivers). 
0036 Methodologies hereof may also facilitate advance 
ment towards a CDRS standard for driving assessment by, for 
example, establishing a consensus for vehicle sensor data 
patterns correlating to capability and performance ratings. 
Given such a standard, one could potentially pursue auto 
mated driver screening that is blind to age, gender, or social 
status. Standards may imply context-based, longitudinal 
evaluation of driving capability. Ultimately, the wealth of 
context-aware on-road driving data should also provide a 
common platform for interdisciplinary researchers and 
policy/safety experts to generate greater advocacy and policy 
recommendations. 
0037. The automobile industry has recently developed 
intelligent car electronics with information service features. 
The wiring connection of electrical components and cost of 
overall vehicle manufacturing has grown to produce greater 
in-vehicle networks for data communications. With this 
growth trend and Such new capabilities, driving data collec 
tion has become popular. These efforts present a new comple 
ment of data to prior studies that were only possible using 
driving simulators. However, continuous video feeds and 
other continuous data collection processes present massive 
data sets which require many hours of review by researchers 
to determine causal factors for dangerous or “near crash” 
incidents “in the wild” or on real roads. The methodologies 
hereofmay focus on the scenario of supervised driving evalu 
ation as an avenue to real-time observation of near crash 
events and expert annotation related to causality and fault. 
The systems and methods hereof are well suited for “in the 
wild” data collection in uncontrolled environments such as on 
public roads. At the same time, the systems and methods 
hereofare also well suited for use in controlled environments 
Such as closed-course test tracks or driving/operating simu 
lators. 

0038. The most popular data collection systems for motor 
ized vehicles are event data recorders or EDRs, which capture 
information about events including air bag deployment and 
seatbelt use during a motor vehicle collision. For continuous 
data collection, many cars have incorporated InVehicle Data 
Recorder or IVDRs. The promise of the technology has 
prompted a call for mandating collision avoidance technol 
ogy. While EDR and IVDR systems collect data within the 
vehicle, intelligent vehicles have extended their computing 
power into the surrounding environment. This level of tech 
nology involves “connected vehicle' systems known as 
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) 
and vehicle-to-other (V2X) systems. Once again, the meth 
odologies of the present invention representanaspect of event 
detection to streamline the analysis of Such continuous data 
collection. 
0039. The methodologies hereof may, for example, be 
used to determine how Such technologies may be controlled 
and ushered into public use through adoption within driver 
education and training schools as well as driver rehabilitation 
programs. Intelligent vehicle trends may be divided into fea 
tures of automation and autonomy. This differentiation allows 
for discussion to include features which do not present any 
level of autonomy associated with operation and driver inter 
action. Vehicle features may be classified according to their 
qualities of controlling decisions (autonomy) or interacting 
with people (automation). However, such vehicle features are 
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referred to herein collectively as automation or automated 
components. Advancements in vehicle technology via auto 
mated components may be Summarized as a spectrum of 
driver alert, driver assist, and driver Switch (that is, taking 
over on more aspects of vehicle control by an automated 
component). In the field of driver rehabilitation, these terms 
may provide stronger connections in the way that the tech 
nologies Support people with cognitive and/or physical 
impairments. 
0040. The transfer of increasing levels of control to an 
intelligent vehicle/automated component results in the differ 
ing levels of automation including, for example, the follow 
1ng: 

0041 Absence of assistance 
0.042 Communication of insight 
0043 offers options 
0044 presents top options 
0045 prompts single action 

0046 Collaborative control management 
0047 acts upon request 
0048 takes over when ignored 
0049 performs unless halted 

0050 Independent driving operation 
0051 informs driver upon request 
0.052 summons driver if needed 
0053 disregards driver interaction (for passenger 
accommodation) 

0054 Various levels of driver disengagement illustrate 
how the demand on human input to the vehicle is reduced in 
response to automation of vehicle function. In this classifica 
tion approach, many terms imply their benefit to avail the 
driver of operational tasks, although the details relate to what 
driving tasks occur automatically. A rule-making definition 
established by the National Highway Traffic Safety Admin 
istration or NHTSA sets forth five levels of automation 
(LOAS): no automation (LOAO), function-specific automa 
tion (LOA 1), combined function automation (LOA 2), lim 
ited self-driving automation (LOA 3), and full self-driving 
automation (LOA4) (NHTSA, 2013). 
0055. In a number of embodiments, the systems and meth 
ods hereof provide for testing or validating advanced safety 
systems or automated components. For example, the safety/ 
automations system may be running in the vehicle as a simu 
lation during evaluation of a drive. In that regards, sensor(s) of 
the automated component(s) of the safety system may be 
functioning and output of the safety system monitored, while 
actual control of the vehicle by the automated component(s) 
is deactivated. The systems and methods hereof may, for 
example, present a “competition of evaluator vs. machine 
and harmonize the attitudes between people and automated 
vehicles. The methods and systems hereof may, for example, 
allow automotive manufactures to associate their safety sys 
tems with the trust placed in driving instructors. 
0056. As described above, data collection in the systems 
and methods hereof quantify assisted-driving events by a 
CDRS during supervised/on-road driving sessions. Individu 
als may, for example, be referred to a CDRS after consulting 
with their (primary care or specialist) physician to be pre 
scribed the comprehensive driving evaluation service. Data 
collection systems hereof capture and quantify the interven 
tion of an evaluator while on the road. The systems and 
methods hereof measure driver capability, defined by the 
actions of an evaluator, to measure the frequency and/or dura 
tion of errors as a result of functional performance, vehicular 
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control, awareness, competency, and compliance with rules 
as, for example, Summarized below. 
0057 a. Dependent Vehicle Operation—Assisted-Driving 
Event: Physical Assistance 

0.058 i. Steering Assistance: heading adjustment for 
positioning and redirection 

0059 ii. Braking Assistance: speed management for 
deceleration and stopping 

0060 b. Unsafe Driving Decisions—Assisted-Driving 
Event: Verbal Cues 

0061 i. Driving Cues: Verbal cues to assist with scan 
ning, identification, and prediction 
0062 1. notifying “right of way” determinations 
0063. 2. identifying obstacles and road hazards ahead 
on the driving path 

0064 ii. Critical Cues: verbal cues to note improper 
decisions on driving maneuvers 
0065 1. explaining violation of rules of the road 
0.066 2. describing deficits of quality/safety in driv 
ing maneuver performance 

0067. Using structured collection of on-road driving data, 
the data collection systems hereof enable exploration of the 
potential benefits from intelligent vehicles to inform driver 
licensing decisions. Driver evaluation vehicles may be instru 
mented with systems hereof so that assisted-driving events 
are quantifiably factored into, for example, a report informing 
driver licensing decisions. 
0068. As described above, in a number of embodiments, 
systems hereof (sometimes referred to as NAViSection sys 
tem) provide for detection, documentation and/or analysis of 
assistance provided by a driving evaluator or evaluating indi 
vidual within the context of a driving program. The system 
may, for example, actively monitor each time an evaluator 
Such as a CDRS provides, for example, steering, braking 
and/or verbal cue assistance. Such metrics provide an indica 
tion of when driving errors present an excessive risk/traffic 
law violation (steering and braking assistance) or when driv 
ing decisions are a concern (verbal cues assistance). In a 
number of representative embodiments, the system hereof 
automatically documents the occurrence of steering and brak 
ing assistance, and marks verbal cues when the evaluator/ 
CDRS activates an actuator (for example, activates a button). 
Alternatively, Verbal cues/prompts may be automatically 
detected using, for example, natural language processing 
Solutions as known in the computer and/or language process 
ing arts. 
0069 FIG. 2 sets forth a schematic illustration of a system 
or NAVisection system hereof. In a number of embodiments, 
systems hereof include a controller or control system, a verbal 
cue sensor or Voice assistance logging system, an evaluator 
brake actuator (e.g., brake pedal) sensor or interface, and a 
steering wheel sensor system such as a non-contact, proxim 
ity sensor System for use in connection with a steering wheel. 
The sensor Systems hereof are readily incorporated in 
vehicles using aftermarket products or kits. 
0070 The control system may, for example, include or be 
in operative connection with an interface system including, 
for example, a keyboard, amouse, a display and other input or 
output devices or systems. The control system may further 
include a processor system (for example, including one or 
more processors such as microprocessors) in communication 
with a memory system. The memory system may, for 
example, include one or more software algorithms embody 
ing aspects of the systems hereof (for example, data collec 
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tions algorithms, reports etc.). The control system may fur 
ther include or be in operative connection with a 
communication system which may include wired and/or 
wireless communication operability. Data collected from 
operation of the systems hereof may be stored in the memory 
system. As discussed above, systems hereof may be in opera 
tive connection or communication with other on-board 
vehicle system such as ITS, ERDS, IVDR, GPS, individual 
sensors, etc. The systems hereof may also be in communica 
tion (via, for example, the communication system) with sys 
tems external to the vehicle (for example, via wireless com 
munication). FIG. 3 provide an enhanced photograph of a 
vehicle and various systems hereof. FIG. 4 illustrated an 
example of a display, while FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a 
keyboard overlay for a laptop for use by an evaluator or a 
second evaluator/witness. 

0071 Contact or non-contact sensors may, for example, be 
used to detect steering wheel assistance by an evaluator. In a 
number of embodiments of a steering wheel assistance detec 
tions system, a sensor System was used in which the proxim 
ity of an evaluators hand to the steering wheel was detected. 
A number of detection modalities, such as computer vision, 
RFID-based sensing, or magnetic triggering of a reed Switch 
(or Hall Effect sensor), are suitable for detecting proximity. In 
a number of embodiments, a magnetic triggering approach 
directed the proximity-sensing ring design to operate as a 
COntact SenSOr. 

0072 As, for example, illustrated in FIG. 6, a steering 
wheel kit 100 may, for example, include a sensor system 
having a component which covers a portion of or the entire 
perimeter of the steering wheel 200 (which may be the driver 
steering wheel or an evaluator steering wheel in vehicles 
equipped with dual steering wheels). In a number of embodi 
ments, proximity sensor system of steering wheel kit 100 
includes a plurality of magnets 130 fixed within brackets. The 
brackets may, for example, align the magnets to orient a 
trigger field, which is tuned for contact at the perimeter of 
steering wheel 200 and a predefined interaction space within 
the steering wheel volume. Such an embodiment provides a 
trigger field without use of power or any wiring on steering 
wheel 200. A commercially available steering wheel cover 
150 may, for example, cover magnets/brackets 130 for com 
fort of the driver. 

0073. In a number of embodiments, the proximity sensors 
are, for example, reed switches 160 worn in the vicinity of or 
on the evaluators hand, which may, for example, be embed 
ded within a glove or within enclosures fashioned as rings. 
The rings may, for example, use an elastic band attachment 
and have wires extending to a wrist pack 170 to be worn by the 
evaluating individual. A circuit board 171 with a transmitter 
such as an FM transmitter/transceiver 172 and a battery pack 
174 within the wrist pack 170 may, for example, facilitate 
data transmission from the evaluating individuals hand. Such 
a system offers an untethered data collection capability that 
isolates the contact of the evaluators hand on Steering wheel 
200 from the driver's hands. An FM receiver/transceiver may, 
for example, reside on a circuit board of the communication 
system of the control system, which may, for example, be 
placed in the back seat of the evaluation vehicle. 
0074 The circuit board of the control system may, for 
example, be wired directly into a data acquisition system Such 
as a NATIONAL INSTRUMENTSTM Data Acquisition Box 
(NIDAQ box) available from National Instruments Corpora 
tion of Austin Tex. In general, data acquisition or DAQ sys 
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tems operate as the interface between a processor/computer 
and signals from the outside world. The DAQ system may, for 
example, functions as a device/system that digitizes incoming 
analog signals so that a processor/computer can interpret 
them. In other embodiments, sensors may output digital sig 
nals and conversion/digitization may not be required. Com 
ponents of a DAQ device used for measuring a signal may 
include, for example, signal conditioning circuitry, an analog 
to-digital converter (ADC), and/or a computer bus. DAQ 
devices may include other functions for automating measure 
ment systems and processes (for example, digital-to-analog 
converters (DACs) output analog signals, digital I/O lines 
input and output digital signals, and counter/timers count and 
generate digital pulses). Alternative embodiments may, for 
example, include the use of any number of microcontroller 
products with wired or wireless connectivity (for example, 
ARDUINO (an open source electronics platform), RAS 
BERRY PI (a credit-card sized single-board computer) and 
other microcontroller embodiments such as Wi-Fi, BLUE 
TOOTH (a wireless communication standard), ZIGBEE (a 
specification for communication protocols) and other wire 
less communication technologies. 
0075. In a number of embodiments, proximity sensor sys 
tems hereof include a first component which creates an 
energy field (for example, electromagnetic energy) and a 
second component which reacts to or senses the energy field 
when the second component is in a predetermined range of 
proximity to the first component. As described above, for 
example, interaction by the driving evaluator and the steering 
wheel may be detected when the magnetic field around the 
steering wheel activates reed switches embedded within a 
ring housing worn by the evaluator. Alternatively, a worn 
component can create an energy field and one or more sensors 
on the steering wheel can detect proximity of the worn com 
ponent thereto. The status of the wireless proximity sensing 
rings are communicated by the circuitboard including the FM 
receiver using an FM (radio frequency) transmitter. Power 
management of the circuit board may, for example, allow for 
modulation to function using two AAA batteries. The signals 
broadcast by the proximity sensing rings are captured through 
the FM receiver installed on a circuit board, which may be 
wired into the NIDAQ Box as described above. The NIDAQ 
box registers the signal state in one of the input channels 
thereof. Using, for example, power through the USB ports on 
a laptop, the NI DAQ box may, for example, provide a 5V 
power source across the input channels. A similar connection 
scheme may apply to the braking assistance sensor System 
and Verbal cue?assistance logging Sub-systems of the NAVi 
Section System. 
0076 Proximity sensor systems as described above may, 
for example, be used in many situations in which it desirable 
to determine proximity of a person to one or more items or 
locations. For example, proximity sensor systems hereofmay 
be used as risk exposure systems (such as, for example, pinch 
points, sharp-edged surfaces etc. in manufacturing and other 
facilities). In that regard, an employee or operator may wear 
a first component of the proximity sensing system (for 
example, an energy sensor) and a second component of the 
proximity sensing system (for example, which creates an 
energy field Such as an electromagnetic energy field) may be 
placed in vicinity to or on the item of location for which 
proximity is to be sensed. The proximity sensor Systems 
hereofmay, for example, be used in many fields including, for 
example, public health, epidemiology, and occupational 
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safety. They may, for example, find use in workplace safety 
audits for compliance with proper occupational performance 
guidelines in environments including but not limited to, the 
ater and stage setup environments, stored energy keep-out 
Zones in plants/facility environments, high temperature burn 
risk environments, and pinch-point and/or sharp-edge Surface 
environments. 

0077 Braking assistance sensor system 300 (illustrated 
schematically in FIG. 7) hereof may, for example, include a 
roller-ball switch with interface and mounting brackets in 
operative connection with a commercially-installed evaluator 
brake actuator/pedal 400. Braking assistance sensor Systems 
hereof are readily retrofitted on evaluator brake systems. A 
commercially available switch with a roller-ball interface 
may, for example, be added to the evaluator brake, which is 
previously installed in the driving programs evaluation 
vehicle. In a number of embodiments, a bracket was used to 
fix the switch in space relative to the brake's frame, and the 
Switch engaged with movement of the brake pedal via a 
striking surface applied on the cable pulley of the brake. The 
selection of a mounting location may, for example, target a 
position that would not be at risk of a kick-strike as the 
evaluator or any passenger enters or exits the evaluation 
vehicle. In a number of embodiments, a striking plate Surface 
interfaced with the brake cable pulley via the head of a bolt 
tightened by an Allen wrench. A press-fit sizing on the hex 
shaped protrusion provided an adequate grip to secure the 
striking plate to the pulley fixed to the brake pedal. In a 
number of embodiments, brake assistance sensor system 300 
included a wired connection to the data acquisition box as 
described above, which was concealed under floormats along 
the floorboard of the evaluation vehicle. 

(0078. A controller 500 (illustrated schematically in FIG. 
8), which may be used for initiating verbal cue logging, may, 
for example, include a circuit board 510 with a switch or 
switches 520, such as instantaneous buttons, and a number of 
indicators 530 such as LEDs providing positive feedback (for 
example, of when the NAViSection System is recording 
(Power On) and if a verbal cue was logged by, for example, 
actuation of abuttonto initiate Voice recording for example, 
via a microphone system). Sensors such as Switches used in 
the braking sensor System and the controller system, which 
may be used for initiating verbal cue logging, may, for 
example, be wired in directly to the NI DAQ box. Alterna 
tively, wireless data transmission may be used (as, for 
example, described above in connection with the steering 
wheel sensor system). Controller 500 and circuit board 510 
thereof for the driving evaluator provides a mechanism to 
start and stop data collection via the associated Software 
routine(s). The controller system may be readily designed to 
allow for integration with many surfaces or locations within 
the vehicle cabin or even on the driving evaluator's body. 
0079. In a number of embodiments, software development 
utilized the signals collected through the NIDAQ box using 
LABVIEWTM Software available from National Instruments 
Corporation. As described above, all sensors were wired 
directly into the NIDAQ box excluding the proximity sensing 
rings (in which wireless data transmission was used as 
described above). The data were recorded via a testing laptop 
in operative connection with the NIDAQ box into a data file 
for future analysis. The LABVIEW routine created the file 
name using, for example, the date and time when the run 
command was given. In a number of studies, when a driving 
session was starting, the CDRS switched the recording rou 
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tine on via the controller system. The controller system, proX 
imity sensing rings, brake Switch and testing laptop keyboard 
provided inputs to the data file. This file contained the LAB 
VIEW timestamp format and a translation to Unix epoch time 
(Unix timestamp). A standard coding block (that is, virtual 
instrument) read the inputs from the NIDAQ box for all input 
devices other than the keyboard for the laptop. 
0080. A number of metrics of NAViSection had, for 
example, independent, Boolean case structures to document 
activation of a Switch for steering assistance, braking assis 
tance, or verbal cues assistance. In a number of embodiments, 
the true case structure Sustained or reset the values for count 
and duration respectively, while the false case structure incre 
mented the variables by one count or continuously for every 
tenth of a second. A nested Boolean case structure facilitated 
the increments for the duration value when the source signal 
remained on for over 100 milliseconds. 

I0081 Verification of the NAVSection System may, for 
example, involve inputs from an observer during driving ses 
sions, and the testing metrics may be entered via a laptop 
keyboard as described above. In a number of embodiments, 
all assigned keys were tracked by a separate virtual instru 
ment and linked to individual, Boolean case structures as used 
for the NIDAQ box inputs. One key had the ability to pause 
the data collection routine if the CDRS had the driver pull 
over on the side of the road for instructions on how to improve 
driving behaviors. A separate key was assigned to end record 
ing and end the LABVIEW routine. 
I0082 Data recording followed a logic structure that 
required the controller system to be switched on and the pause 
key from the keyboard to be toggled off. There also needed to 
be an active signal across any of the signals monitored across 
the DAQ box or keyboard. Unless all three conditions were 
met, there was no data recorded. The "Build Table' virtual 
instrument ordered the channels of data with the “merge 
signals' virtual instrument. The file name, data recording 
logic status, and build table output combined into the “Write 
to Measurement File' virtual instrument, which produced a 
text file with 35 columns of data produced over the duration of 
a driving session at the Adaptive Driving Program. FIG. 9 
illustrates an example of a map of LABVIEW virtual instru 
ments providing an example of how data was collected. The 
map of the routine illustrates how elements build up the data 
collection routine with a list of all data channels recorded into 
text files. FIG. 9 further sets forth the 35 columns of data 
produced over the duration of a driving session in a number of 
embodiments hereof. 

0.083. The foregoing description and accompanying draw 
ings set forth a number of representative embodiments at the 
present time. Various modifications, additions and alternative 
designs will, of course, become apparent to those skilled in 
the art in light of the foregoing teachings without departing 
from the scope hereof, which is indicated by the following 
claims rather than by the foregoing description. All changes 
and variations that fall within the meaning and range of 
equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within their 
Scope. 

What is claimed is: 

1. A system for evaluation of an operator of a vehicle under 
observation of an evaluator within the vehicle, the vehicle 
comprising a steering system, the system comprising: a steer 
ing sensor system adapted to measure intervention of the 
evaluator in operating the steering system. 
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2. The system of claim 1 wherein the vehicle further com 
prises at least one secondary control system via which the 
evaluator may intervene in control of the vehicle and the 
system further comprises a secondary control sensor System 
to measure intervention of the evaluator via the at least one 
secondary control system. 

3. The system of claim 2 wherein the vehicle further com 
prises a braking system, and wherein the secondary control 
system comprises an evaluator brake actuator in operative 
connection with the braking system, and the secondary con 
trol sensor System comprises a braking sensor System in 
operative connection with the evaluator brake actuator which 
is adapted to measure intervention of the evaluator in operat 
ing the evaluator brake actuator. 

4. The system of claim 3 further comprising a verbal cue 
logging System. 

5. The system of claim 4 wherein the verbal cue logging 
system is activatable by the evaluator. 

6. The system of claim 4 further comprising a control 
system in operative connection with the steering sensor sys 
tem and the braking sensor System. 

7. The system of claim 6 wherein the control system com 
prises a controller in operative connection with the verbal cue 
logging system which comprises at least one activatable 
Switch to activate the verbal cue logging system. 

8. The system of claim 6 further comprising a data acqui 
sition system in operative connection with the steering sensor 
system, the braking sensor System and the Verbal cue logging 
system. 

9. The system of claim 6 wherein the vehicle further com 
prises at least one automated component adapted to effect 
driving control. 

10. The system of claim 8 further comprising a processor in 
communicative connection with the data acquisition system. 

11. The system of claim 8 wherein the steering sensor 
system detects proximity of an evaluators hand to the steer 
ing wheel. 

12. The system of claim 11 wherein the steering sensor 
system comprises a steering wheel component and an evalu 
ator component which is worn in vicinity of the evaluators 
hand. 

13. The system of claim 12 wherein at least one of the 
steering wheel component and the evaluator component cre 
ates an energy field. 

14. The system of claim 13 wherein at least one of the 
steering wheel component and the evaluator component com 
prises at least one magnet to create a magnetic field in the 
vicinity thereof, and the other of the steering wheel compo 
nent and the evaluator component comprises a sensor reactive 
to the magnetic field. 

15. The system of claim 13 wherein the evaluator compo 
nent is in wireless communicative connection with the data 
acquisition system. 

16. A system for evaluation of a vehicle operator in a 
vehicle under observation of an evaluator in the vehicle, com 
prising: at least one sensor System to measure intervention of 
the evaluator in operating vehicle. 

17. The system of claim 16 wherein the vehicle comprises 
a braking system comprising a driver brake actuator and an 
evaluator brake actuator, the system further comprising a 
braking sensor System in operative connection with the evalu 
ator brake actuator which is adapted to measure intervention 
of the evaluator in operating the evaluator brake actuator. 
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18. The system of claim 17 wherein the vehicle comprises 
a steering system, and the system further comprises a steering 
sensor System adapted to measure intervention of the evalu 
ator in operating the steering system. 

19. A method for evaluating vehicle control of a driving 
entity of a vehicle under observation of an evaluator in the 
vehicle, comprising: providing at least one sensor system 
adapted to measure intervention of the evaluator in operating 
the vehicle. 

20. The method of claim 19 wherein the vehicle comprises 
a steering system, the method comprising providing a steer 
ing sensor system adapted to measure intervention of the 
evaluator in operating the steering system. 

21. The method of claim 20 wherein the vehicle further 
comprises a braking system comprising an evaluator brake 
actuator, the method further comprising providing a braking 
sensor system in operative connection with the evaluator 
brake actuator which is adapted to measure intervention of the 
evaluator in operating the evaluator brake actuator. 
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22. The method of claim 21 further comprising providing a 
system to log verbal cues given by the evaluator. 

23. The method of claim 22 further comprising providing a 
data acquisition system in operative connection with the 
steering sensor System, the braking sensor system and the 
Verbal cue logging system. 

24. The method of claim 22 wherein the vehicle further 
comprises at least one automated component, the method 
further comprising monitoring output of the automated com 
ponent and comparing of the output with data from the data 
acquisition system to evaluate the automated component. 

25. The method of claim 19 wherein the vehicle further 
comprises at least one automated component, the method 
further comprising monitoring output of the automated com 
ponent and comparison of the output with data of evaluator 
intervention to evaluate the automated component. 
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